Welcome
...to the second issue of Affinity Review!
We’ve been really busy since the launch of the Aﬃnity
Photo public beta on the 9th February, which is why this
issue has come out to you a little late... ;)
The response to the Aﬃnity Photo beta so far has been
phenomenal—and this is just the beginning. Thanks for
all your support and helping us spread the word!
Theres some great inspiration for photographers in this
issue. We go behind the scenes on a shoot with Mark
Ivkovic from bang | Photography, and he retouches the
results in Aﬃnity Photo. Photographer Félix Barjou also
shows us his Aﬃnity Photo retouching process. Zoran
Milutinovic talks to us about photographing cats, and
we’ve got some Aﬃnity Photo tutorials from Frank
Jonen and our very own Art Director, Neil Ladkin.

For Aﬃnity Designer fans, there’s a spotlight on a artist
we discovered through Twitter—Rachel Alderson. We
talk to Rachel about her work and creating one of her
creatures using Aﬃnity Designer. We also catch up with
lead Aﬃnity Designer developer Matt Priestley for a
behind the scenes chat.
Finally, we have got some cheat sheet pull outs for the
shortcut keys that you need to know in Aﬃnity and a
reminder about the Aﬃnity Photo contest we are
running with 'Shoot the Frame' in May—with a $1000
(USD) prize up for grabs!
Ash Hewson
Managing Director

update

A recap of what we’ve been up to and news of
what’s soon to come for Aﬃnity...

Aﬃnity Update
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Affinity Photo public beta
February 9th 2015 saw the launch of our first public Aﬃnity
Photo beta. Although it wasn’t our first app launch we were still
pretty excited... The devs had been working on the engine of
the app for years beforehand, and we’d seen a successful
launch of Aﬃnity Designer in 2014, so even without seeing
newer developments we thought it would be well received, it
was pretty clear that Aﬃnity Photo was high quality and could
be well received. Our excitement was justified, it was an
amazing day, it’s been a great launch that has spurred
everyone at Aﬃnity to work even harder.
The whole Aﬃnity suite has had planned goals for years, and
they are based on an understanding of the market—but
sometimes plans can go wrong. For Aﬃnity Photo it went
wrong in a brilliant way, because we really underestimated the
speed of uptake!
We’d readied a press release and a collection of images, and
as we neared beta and had a usable version of the app we put
together a promo video—Managing Director Ash put his skills
into play and Art Director Neil prepped nice imagery to show
oﬀ the best bits of Aﬃnity Photo. About 12 hours later it was
done, having chosen some fresh music and NASA sound
samples to bring it together. Video views were one way of
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seeing how popular the launch was, with Aﬃnity Designer’s
60,000 first-week plays as a benchmark. Aﬃnity Photo
smashed through that in a few hours and was played over a
250,000 times in the first two and a half days.
The launch was fueled by some great publicity from news
articles. Once again the team of creatives and journalists
over at popular design site Creative Bloq were acutely
aware of what’s hot in their field so they published Aﬃnity
Photo news at the same moment we published the beta
download and video, making it Featured Post at the top of
creativebloq.com. The mildly-controversial headline
pitched the launch as a direct Photoshop competitor, free
(during beta at least), and the first serious alternative ever.
This placed Aﬃnity Photo ahead of just about every other
imaging app in history. So excitement and quite a few
hackles were raised from that morning onwards… with
excitement winning out. The article was shared over 30,000
times on social media in the first few days, making Creative
Bloq one of the biggest driving forces for traﬃc to our site
and contributing to them achieving their best ever month
in terms of unique visitors. Congratulations guys and
thanks for the incredible coverage that showed a lot of
respect for the quality and potential of Aﬃnity Photo!
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They weren’t alone, the first day or two from launch time also
saw Aﬃnity Photo make headlines on other well-respected
photography and creative sites like Fstoppers, PetaPixel,
DesignTAXI, digital photography review and loads of other
great sites. Although we didn’t know it straight away we were
also being talked about on Facebook pages and blogs by high
end photographers, retouchers, and digital creatives all
around the world from day one.
The praise received for just the first beta is testament to the
quality of the app, even though it still faced a few months of
adding features and polish, fixing issues and improving quality
further in important ways. It didn’t open as many RAW formats
as it should, some high end image processes needed
enhancing or correcting, and some features were either
missing or so under-developed as to deserve a warning notice
before they could be used. And despite this, the fundamentals
of the app have proven strong enough for it to be taken
seriously by professionals from the outset, where cost is no
issue but quality and workflow are absolutely critical.
Congratulations to lead Aﬃnity Photo dev Andy Somerfield
and the whole team for their eﬀorts in achieving this! Not that
they can sit back and bask, there’s enough to keep them busy
for the next few years still!

As we describe this beta launch it’s now a few weeks on… our
Facebook Likes have jumped from 4,500 to more than 32,000,
we’re seeing more reviews, more tweets, and more forum
discussions than ever. Thank you everyone for engaging and
chatting about or with us, your feedback is actually shaping
Aﬃnity Photo right now, as well as our future plans. We’re now
looking forward to a launch that is discussed in even more
corners of the web and in even more industry magazines, and
aiming to meet or exceed the high expectations of
photographers, journalists and industry experts. There are
some seriously sexy things like Live Filters in Aﬃnity Photo now
that were not only missing from the first beta but were ideas
for possible future improvements that could save creatives
time and eﬀort! It’s done, the future is now! It’s a great time to
revisit the beta if you’ve not used it for a while, and to reevaluate how an even stronger Aﬃnity Photo can fit into your
workflow.

>> Sign up for the Affinity Photo beta:
www.aﬃnity.serif.com/photo/
>> Give us feedback on Affinity Photo:
www.aﬃnity.serif.com/forum/
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Traffic referrals to the ‘Affinity Photo beta has landed’ promo video
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Affinity Designer 1.2 Update
2nd April 2015 saw us release the first major update for Aﬃnity
Designer—FREE for our existing users!

• Even faster throughout, especially brush tools
• More accurate colour management and colour picking
• Improved import and export for PSD, PDF, and SVG
• Improved EPS output with Aﬃnity’s own EPS exporter

New Features in v1.2
Text-on-a-path
Corner tool
Save History with documents
Dashed strokes
Pixel Alignment mode for UI and Web design
Export slices to SVG, EPS and PDF formats
Shared file format with Aﬃnity Photo
German, Spanish and French language

This v1.2 release introduces new design tools and includes
new languages, smoother performance, greater accuracy, and
stronger compatibility. And as a bonus there are loads of
usability improvements and fixes too, here’s some of our other
favourite improvements:

• Enhanced Yosemite look and feel
• Refreshed UI panels with new behaviours and improved
reliability
• Font display size preference for the UI
• More brush customisation
• Many OpenType, typography, and text performance
enhancements
• Improved stability throughout, plus fixes to improve OS X
Lion support
The great news doesn’t stop there—if you already used up a
trial of Aﬃnity Designer before April 2014 and didn’t feel you
evaluated it properly, you can now also download and install
our updated 10-day trial of v1.2! For more detail about
what’s in this update head over to our blog.
To get the update, head over to the Mac App Store.
Find our whats coming next in FREE updates to
Aﬃnity Designer by checking out our roadmap here.
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Check out Affinity Designer v1.2...

behind the scenes

Mark Ivkovic, aka bang | Photography, takes
us behind the scenes of a test shoot
through to retouching in the Aﬃnity Photo
beta...

bang | Photography

BANG PHOTOGRAPHY

bang | Photography - Mark Ivkovic
UK based Fashion & Beauty Photographer
We were looking for a dazzling photographer and
retoucher to work with for the Aﬃnity Photo beta so we
approached Mark... not only because we were so
impressed with his work, but because of the way that he
treats skin in his images (check out www.bangphoto.co.uk
to see what we mean!)
Luckily for us, Mark was in the midst of planning a test
shoot that he thought we might like to get involved
with―the results of which have simply blown us away.
Over the next few pages, we go behind the scenes on the
shoot with Mark and his retouching process in the Aﬃnity
Photo beta. Plus, Mark has made an awesome speed
retouching video using the Aﬃnity Photo beta, and we take
the opportunity to find out makes him tick as a
photographer...

[ behind the scenes ]
Behind The Scenes
What was the idea behind this shoot?
I’d recently worked with Jules (the make-up
artist on this one) and we had both talked
about feeling a need for some colour. It was
early January and everything was dark and grey
so we felt that it was time to jolt a little
brightness into our lives. We passed a few
ideas back and forth until it became clear we
both really liked the idea of creating something
along the lines of an i-D magazine cover style.
So we built our visuals moodboard upon this
strong, simple and bright beauty work look.

Who was involved?
Essentially the creative team was Jules Daniels
and myself. Then I approached J’adore Models
a Manchester based agency for the models we
used on the day. These guys are great for such
shoots, always willing to make their models
available when they see a good concept.
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How much does the dynamic of the team affect the
final results?
Massively. I need a team that can communicate well,
we need to be able to bounce ideas oﬀ each other
and oﬀer suggestions without fear. Working on set
can be quite a pressurised place, you can have a lot
of egos due to the individual creatives. This is where
the communication comes in from planning, if
everyone is already aware of what we are creating
then no-one will be surprised on the day when that is
what they are asked to do. A good team has good
energy and when you have that everything just flows;
without it everything starts to feel forced and that
really shows in the photographs.

Where did the shoot take place?
I’d stumbled upon a space that was new to me in
Huddersfield. We used Bates Mill Studio, which is a
really nice space. My kind of place actually, oodles of
natural light and a few “interesting” features to make
use of. Kind of a shame it’s all the way in
Huddersfield really as it meant everyone had a bit of
a journey to get there.
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Tell us about the equipment you used on the day—lighting/
cameras...
Lighting was a mix of natural and flash. Most of the images
used natural light from the big windows along one side of the
space and reflectors. We just moved the background to where
I had a nice quality of light. Later in the day (this was January
remember) it started getting rather dark so out came the
studio lights which in this case were Bowens Gemini heads.
The main light had my much loved beauty dish on and the
other light had a softbox just to fill in some of the shadows.
For camera kit, as it was one for experimenting I broke my two
camera rule on this one. My preferred camera for the natural
light work is a Leica M9 using either a 50mm or 35mm Leica f/
2 lens. Now this camera is technically a bit of a dinosaur, I
guess, but for me it works like a dream and in having worked
with it for three years I know where it’s limitations are and how
to work around them. When it came to the work shot with
studio lights I broke out the Canon EOS 5D Mark II, this is my
main “studio” camera and used with a short telephoto lens is
great for beauty work like this. Alongside all this magical
digital technology I also had my trusty Mamiya 645 AfD
medium format film camera. I’m still a film shooter and I’m not
afraid to shoot it alongside my digital kit. It changes the

dynamic of the shoot when I switch up camera, plus it’s a great
point of conversation—and the time it takes to change film is a
great natural break for make-up / hair / styling touch ups and
for cups of tea to be drunk. Oh yeah, I had my Polaroid too
and I guess iPhone if you’re counting that.

How much do you plan in advance and how much do you
decide on the day?
That’s actually a good question as it really depends upon the
nature of the job and what the concept is. Sometimes I love to
just head out with a super loose idea and just see what
happens on the day, with a super simple team, even just a
model and myself. Those days can be great as it cuts back to
just two people connecting. I mean, you still need a general
idea or concept in mind but it’s just a super simple loose
concept. Then at other times I have such a strong idea for the
images that I have everything pinned down, shot list, locations,
lighting, everything. This is usually when it’s more a story piece
and I know which shots are needed to tell that story. A lot of
the time the client has a lot of say in this too—some love
everything to be planned to the finest detail weeks
beforehand, this can be great as it makes everyone’s job super
easy on set. Although like I say we do all need those other jobs
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when you just eﬀectively “wing it” and see what
happens. Such is the creative industry. A lot of the
time the thing that makes or breaks the image for me
isn’t all the planning, make-up, styling, lighting, beauty
etc. it’s simply that moment, the connection that is
captured. Pretty girl in pretty light with pretty make-up
is pretty easy; turning that into something more
meaningful is the challenge.

Did the images turn out as you expected? Were there
any surprises?
Yeah we got some really strong images. Some of the
ideas worked, some didn’t, new ideas came up and
again some really worked and some just felt wrong.
The image of Gee you used for the cover with the
diﬀerent colour finger nails, yeah that was kind of a
last minute idea towards the end of the day. We were
playing around with hands over faces and group
shots and the idea just simply hit me, the hand with
the blue nails is Gee’s and the hand with pink ones is
actually one of the other models. It was a “Hey let’s
just try this” moment, which brings us back to
“winging it” I guess.
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What was your favorite image from the shoot?
Hmmm, this is one of those questions that I always find hard to
answer. I was really happy with the series of shots of Natalya on
the pink background. Those felt closest to what we had on our
moodboard for the shoot.

Retouching in the Affinity Photo beta
Let’s talk about retouching the images in Affinity Photo beta,
give us your opinion on the good, the bad, and the ugly!
It was a rollercoaster of a ride for sure. Beta software is always a
challenge but I’d say you managed to have it fairly solid from
the start. As someone used to Photoshop it was actually a fairly
easy job of migrating to Aﬃnity Photo there are obvious
diﬀerences in tools, brushes, and some of the flow but
essentially the things I use are pretty much the same in both
(even some of the shortcuts). I’m used to using the “edit in…”
command in Lightroom to hand my images over to Photoshop
for retouching, it took a few goes to find the best way of
implementing this with Aﬃnity Photo mainly due to the
“handing back” / saving part. Once I had this down it was an
easy fit. When it came down to using the app itself I was
18

[ behind the scenes ]
actually really surprised. When you guys first approached me I
was a little “what if it sucks and I don’t like it” but after checking
out your other software I felt confident you could create
something pretty potent. The app is fairly slick and works
pretty darn quick, it allowed me to personalise my workspace
to something I’m more used to, and once I kind of understood
the flow it wants you to use I was at home with it.
Things I really liked? The Liquify “persona” is really nice. Like
REALLY nice. Dangerously so in that even if I wouldn’t usually
use Liquify now I’ll just go ahead and have a little tweak. To me
at least it’s a much better implementation of the tool than I’m
used to, plus the history states make it a dream. Also the
frequency separation “filter” is a big big plus for me. This is
something that I always use in retouching skin. For those
unaccustomed to it, basically it’s used to split the image into
two layers, one contains the colour detail whilst the other
contains the fine detail. So if you have an area of skin with
colour variance that you want to even out, this is your friend. It
can be used to touch out blemishes without removing the all
important skin texture. It’s just a really powerful way to
delicately retouch skin whilst retaining its essence, and having
it as an actual “tool” in AP makes that step simpler to activate.
The not so good things to me, well I’m still getting to grips
with how some of the layers and adjustments work in tandem

with each other, it’s not quite like PS so I’m currently figuring
out workarounds. It will do the same thing but just in a
diﬀerent way. I also had a few niggles with brushes and rapid
changes of the brush shape. That’s again something I’m just
used to doing a certain way so a little adjustment was needed.
I guess my biggest problem (and this is why beta tests are a
good idea) was a little freeze up issue I had. I’ve fired feedback
to the dev team and I know they’re on it with trying to replicate
and rectify that. I would like to say that’s been a big plus too,
being able to send feedback and have certain “niggles” sorted
in the next update, super refreshing.
Oh, I also wasn’t too hot on the bright coloured tool icons,
then I found the “monochrome icons” setting and all was
forgiven.

How long did it take to retouch these images in Affinity Photo
beta?
It varied as I progressed through them. I’d say maybe between
a couple of hours to half a day. Obviously the photograph with
the two models took longest simply as I had more skin to deal
with but I had saved that one until last so I was more up to
speed with the app too.
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Is Affinity Photo something you can see using in your
retouching workflow in the future?
Ha, yeah massively, in fact I actually used it to retouch a whole
brand campaign shoot I did last month.
Not wanting to get into a whole debate but I’ve used
Lightroom and PS since forever; with the latest updates on the
CC subscription service I’m just not sure that the new features
Adobe are adding are in anyway aiding my workflow. As such
I’m starting to feel I’m paying for development that isn’t
aﬀecting my business. Previously this didn’t matter as you
bought the software upfront and if you didn’t need the new
features you just didn’t upgrade, if you did then out came the
bank card. With Aﬃnity Photo about to hit the market I’m
seriously considering dumping my CC subscription and
sticking with Lightroom 5 and picking up Aﬃnity Photo. That’s
a saving each month that I can spend elsewhere in my
business.
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Watch speed retouching in Aﬃnity Photo by Mark Ivkovic...

[ behind the scenes ]
Profile: Mark Ivkovic
Did you always want to be a photographer?
Well no, I actually wanted to work for Disney and make
cartoons. So I guess I still work in visual fairytales but of a
diﬀerent kind.

Can you tell us how bang | Photography came into existence?
bang | Photography came about when I first went freelance
back around 2004. I’d previously worked for a national portrait
company and started to do more and more work of my own.
When it came to having a name to work under it was a mix of
knowing most people can’t spell my surname so I’d suﬀer with
the whole search engine thing if I traded under that, plus as a
creative you trade on your work. I guess at that time I lacked
the confidence in myself to trade totally on my name also. I’ve
spoken to a number of other creatives and artists who went
through the very same feelings when first starting out. You’d
be amazed at the number of rather well known working
professionals out there who used to work under a studio name
for this reason.

Analogue or digital?
Hybrid. Ha, how’s that for an answer? I guess if I could get
away with working in film all the time then that’s where I’d be, I
just have an aﬃnity for film. It’s not better and I guess it’s
technically and logically worse, but there’s something about
the whole process of film that makes it something I like to work
in. Digital is fast, cheap and easy. It helps on set with checking
how the makeup and clothes look under study lights, it means
art directors can sign oﬀ on work right there, and it means if
something is going drastically wrong then we all know straight
away. However on the flip side it’s also distracting, it can easily
remove you from the moment, and it often makes people
more interested in technical perfection rather than interesting
images. Plus I’m not totally convinced about the whole
longevity of digital files, I mean I have cloud storage and
multiple on and oﬀ site back-ups but it seems the entire ethos
of digital backup is in constantly paying to replace drives
before they fail. How is that an eﬀective solution? Digital tends
to be a shoot it first then decide exactly what it’s going to look
like, whereas film is choose your film and cameras to decide
what it will look like before you shoot it and then you are
committed to that. That’s what I like, film means that decision is
made, plus it sometimes allows room for the magic to happen,
it teaches you to live with your mistakes. So with all that said I
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use both for the strengths they have. Most clients will not foot
the bill for work shot on film, however sometimes the fact that I
do can be the reason I’m booked for a job.

What’s your preferred camera?
Over the years I’ve learned what works for me and what
doesn’t, I need a camera that gets out of the way and just lets
me work. I’ve worked with pretty much every type of camera
and brand at some time or another so without wanting to
sound like a fan boy I tend to over use the #ilovemyleica
hashtag a lot on Instagram, so that should give a hint as to my
preference.

Where do you get your inspiration?
Everywhere and anywhere. Films, music, life, light, people in
the street, stories I read or hear, conversations I have.
Photographically it’s rare that work from others in my field
inspires me but sometimes I’ll see something that really grabs
me. I’m very much drawn to more documentary work, long
term projects where the photographer has immersed
themselves within a situation and has created work that
expresses not just how it looks but more how it feels to be
there. That’s the power I like to see photographers use.

You have worked for some big magazines like Turning Pro Professional Photographer, Grazia and Cosmopoliton to name
a few. What’s been your favourite commission to date?
I guess my favourite commission the one I’m working on at
that moment. As in I’m always most excited about the work I’m
planning on creating next rather than being excited about
what I’ve done before. The commissions I really enjoy are
those where at the end I look at the photographs we’ve all
created and they look like my work, if that makes sense?
There’s an old saying that you are only as good as your last
photograph, while that may not be strictly true it’s not far from
it in my head. My favourite work is often my most recent as I
always feel a need to “one up” my self from previous work. I
think the day I stop creating new favourite work is the day I
need to retire.

What’s been the most successful artwork you have made for
yourself?
This is another tricky one. Financially as a single image I’d say it
was a random photograph I created one morning walking my
dog down the river, it was a moody monochrome photograph
of reflections of winter trees in the fast flowing water. I was
approached by an art buyer in Canada who had somehow
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stumbled upon it and wanted a one of a kind 50 inch fine art
print of it shipping. Then going the other “successful” way, an
image that has drawn a lot of interest is one that I shot as an oﬀ
beat during a hair commission shoot. The light was suddenly
perfect coming in through a window to create a beautiful mask
eﬀect, I literally moved the model a few steps grabbed a
diﬀerent camera and took a couple of shots before we carried
on with the actual task at hand. People are starting to learn that I
have these little moments on set when I get really giddy and
grab someone to come stand in a random place simply because
I think the light is amazing (and it is). Sometimes it’s a dusty floor
near the fire exit, sometimes the bathroom (yup) other times it’s
a 50 meter dash down the street before the sun goes. Anyway,
this one moment has so far been featured by VSCO, Leica
Masters gallery and Professional Photographer amongst other
places.

>> See more work from bang | Photography
www.bangphoto.co.uk
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spotlight

We stumbled across Félix Barjou using
Aﬃnity Photo in a full retouching session,
and we had to show you!

Félix Barjou

[ spotlight ]

Félix is a French photographer and retoucher known for his
passion for light and quirky scenes.
With a truly breathtaking portfolio—see www.felixbarjou.com
—we were really excited to see Félix giving Aﬃnity Photo a
whirl...
In his own words, here’s what he had to say about Aﬃnity
Photo “This software is pretty cool. The Healing Brush Tool is
more powerful than its equivalent in Photoshop, but some
small things are missing, like invert a layer mask, keyboard
shortcuts for Wacom users and such, but it is still a beta
version.”
The great thing is that lead Aﬃnity Photo dev, Andy
Somerfield, confirms the things that Félix finds missing for his
workflow have already made their way into the Aﬃnity Photo
beta, or will be done before we launch!
Check out the ace speed retouching video done by Félix in
Aﬃnity Photo...
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interview

With the first major update to Aﬃnity Designer
released in April (v1.2), now is the ideal time
to find out what’s next for Aﬃnity Designer
straight from the horse’s mouth, in our
chat with its lead developer Matt
Priestley.

Matt Priestley

Serif Labs Developer

[ interview ]
How did you start out in programming?
My older brother had a Commodore 64 and we used to have
to type in games from magazines. I think I was around 6 years
old and had no idea what I was typing, but enjoyed the games
if I got it right (and there were no misprints in the magazine!).
The first program of any consequence I wrote was in A Level
Computer Studies – it was MattDraw v1.0 (I still have the disk)
and bizarrely was a vector drawing package for Acorn

Archimedes – so you can tell I’ve been interested in vector
graphics for a long time!
I went to university to study Computer Science but found the
whole thing too much about theory and not enough practical,
so didn’t enjoy it very much. After University I started work at
Xara, then came to Serif in 2002 and have been happy here
since.

How would you describe Affinity?
The Aﬃnity suite has so much potential! The idea of all
applications in the suite being able to natively read files and
play back through undo history just makes so much sense – it’s
the way things always should have been!

How would you describe Affinity Designer?
It’s the program I’ve always wanted to make – I love vector
drawing and to have the opportunity to start again and make a
stable, speedy and lean vector application is a dream come
true! The fact that I can paint in pixels opens up so many
creative possibilities that it really excites me about drawing
again!
The original MattDraw v1.0
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What is your favourite feature in Affinity Designer?
Just one?!? Err… Pan & Zoom, Pen tool (with the ability to use
the Node tool by just holding down Command), the Gradient
tool and being able to paint with pixels on my vectors. I’m very
productive in Designer because the core tools just work for
me.

What has been the hardest development task so far for you in
Affinity Designer?
Lots of things come to mind… Making the pan and zoom feel
so smooth was a massive challenge – I’ve spent such a lot of
time on getting this to ‘feel’ right. I started oﬀ by writing it for
the iPad 2 to make sure that a CPU-starved device would still
deliver a great experience, then implemented it on OS X and
kept on fine-tuning and benchmarking until we got it to ‘feel’
right. From a technical point of view, the algorithms behind the
Corner tool recently got my head in a spin!

who are turning this into the program it should be. With that in
mind, I never want to let anyone down – I’m always reading
what people are asking for and always mindful of their
opinions. People are generally very forgiving if you’re just
actually honest and humble – telling someone you haven’t
finished yet but explaining your ambitions goes a long way
towards making someone comfortable that you’re working
towards the product they want to see and the features they
want to use. That being said, we’re all excitedly typing as fast
as we can to get more and more of the great ideas to come to
reality – I think we’re all probably even more excited than some
of our users!

What are you working on right now?
Right this minute, I’m trying to make raster selections be less
CPU intensive… Later today I’ll be carrying on with the new
Information Panel I’m trying to add. After that, I’m going to
improve our Boolean geometry operations, then I’ll look at
adding a Contour tool…

How are you managing to cope with the very high demand
for new features?

What’s next for Affinity Designer?

The community on our forum is simply amazing – there is so
much energy and enthusiasm and I really think it’s the users

We’re really going to start looking squarely at UI/UX designers.
So far we’ve concentrated on illustrators and artists, so now
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we’ll start to expand our feature set to this
very important part of the market. We’ve
got good core tools and a solid, stable
engine so we’re in a good position to build
from. Specifically, we’ll be adding
Artboards and Symbols and completely
overhauling grids and snapping – perhaps
we’ll also add multiple fills, lines and eﬀects
per-object too. Simultaneously we’re also
committed to our professional print/PDF
output promise and we have already got a
team working on this.

VERSION 1.2
AVAILABLE NOW

At what point will you see your challenge
as complete?
Something like this is never complete.
There are so many amazing, cool things we
keep thinking of and we know we can turn
them into reality given some time, so we’ll
keep on trying to give users more and
more of what they want, mixed together
with a few things they didn’t see coming!

‘Ice Cream Killer’
Jonathan Ball, pokedstudio
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[ interview ]
Do your goals go beyond being better than any particular
competitor?
I want our products to be good in their own right: It’s not good
enough to be better than ‘x’ or ‘y’, you should just be really
good and that be the end of the sentence. I like to draw and
design things – if I can do it all in Aﬃnity and enjoy the whole
process then I know I’m onto a winner – if I see something that
annoys me, I fix it!

Where do you see the Affinity suite in 3 years?
At the top of the App Store for all categories we sell in: That’s
the goal! We’ve got a good, solid foundation and the team
here are genuinely amongst the best in their fields so we stand
a very good chance of making it a reality. Within that
timeframe I imagine I’ll also be happily using Aﬃnity on my
iPad and maybe more…

need the time to do it, so expect to see it appear when I get a
quiet week! Other than that, you can achieve most things at
present, although our tools will obviously become much more
mature over time and we will add tools to make specific
features more accessible or easier to achieve.

As a system architect and lead dev, which have you enjoyed
most, making the amazing engine or developing features?
The two are so tightly linked that they become one in reality.
Every decision must come from a logical, thorough
understanding of the architecture and implications on user
experience, memory requirements, etc. It’s always fun to see
the features appear, but without the correct architecture
behind them the features would lack the impact and polish
that we aim for. We aren’t happy with ‘good enough’.

Are there creative pros using vectors that Affinity Designer
can’t cater for?
Obviously we need to add arrowheads and I’ll do this soon.
Other than that, our biggest vector omission right now is Mesh
Fills: I know exactly what to type and where to type it – I just

>> Keep up to date with the latest features and improvements
Matt is making to the Affinity Designer betas here:
aﬃnity.serif.com/forum/
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shortcuts
It takes a little time to build muscle
memory for all the shortcuts available in
Aﬃnity, but it is well worth it and one of
the best ways to increase your
productivity. We’ve produced these
handy cheat sheets to give an easy
visual reference to all of the main
shortcuts to help you on your way.
PDF versions available to
download:
• All Aﬃnity Shortcuts
• Aﬃnity Designer
Shortcuts
• Aﬃnity Photo
Shortcuts

Keyboard
Shortcuts

[ shortcuts ]

Shortcut tips...
• Where a shortcut exists for a menu item or tool this is
shown in the program – either next to the menu item, or
on when you hover over the tool.
• When you see the ^ symbol, either in our products or on
these cheat sheets, that represents the Ctrl key.
• A lot of tools have tool specific shortcuts which we can’t
represent on these sheets. For example when using the
Brush tool you can hold Alt and drag to use the colour
picker. The best thing to do to learn these is when you
have any tool selected take a look at the tool tips bar
along the bottom which shows the tool specific shortcuts.
• In some cases where it makes sense adding Shift to the
shortcut will perform a modified version of the action.

For example:

⌘G = Group

⇧⌘G = Ungroup

⌘Z = Undo

⇧⌘Z = Redo

⌘S = Save

⇧⌘G = Save As
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[ shortcuts ]
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[ shortcuts ]
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spotlight

We discovered Rachel Alderson, visual
storyteller and creature creator, through our
Twitter followers and loved her work, so we
thought we would find out more about
her and also commission her to make a
creature in Aﬃnity Designer...

Creating Creatures
Rachel Alderson

[ spotlight ]
Did you always want to be an illustrator?
I actually really wanted to be a forensic scientist and was on a
course for it for a year, however it wasn't what I had hoped and
I got bored really quickly. I applied for an art course at college
just because I felt like I needed to do further education in at
least one subject, I always enjoyed drawing but I wasn't very
good! I wanted to be a tattoo artist until one day my tutor said
to me 'do you really want to waste your skills drawing other
people's ideas rather than your own?' and that's when I knew
an illustrator would be the right path allowing me to narrate
and communicate through imagery.

Where do you get your inspiration?
Obviously I'm inspired by a lot of my favourite artists such as
Jeremy Fish, CreatureBox and Patrick Brown but I think the
main inspirations for my work are definitely games and films,
especially sci-fi and adventure. I go to the cinema weekly and
spend a lot of time looking at how both are made. I spend a
lot of time looking at game concept art and watching special

What’s been your favorite commission to date?
I think my favourite one was some artwork I did for a board
game called 'Mythos' by Paranoid Miniatures. Inspired by the
work of H.P Lovecraft, it features mythological creatures and I
got to use those as a basis for the artwork. It was fun to have
such a great brief and just being able to go where I wanted
with it, which allowed me to try new techniques and really
improve my work.

Does your creative process differ between working on client
commissions and your own artwork?
Not really to be honest, I think the only thing that diﬀers is
probably the fact that when it’s personal work I'm working to
my own deadlines so I have more time to sketch initial ideas
before finalising anything. Other than that the process is pretty
much the same! Lots of research and note taking, then refining
until it’s ready to be scanned. That’s when I really start to have
fun making the image come alive digitally.

features of films, I think it's amazing the amount of work that
people behind the scenes of films put into them.
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[ spotlight ]
What’s been the most successful artwork you have made for
yourself?
Definitely my zombie illustration, it's my most successful
purely because of how much it improved my technique and
style. It started oﬀ just as a biro sketch for Inktober and it got
some attention and was even featured on Dribbble's blog so
I just thought why not turn it into a full illustration?
I'm pretty confident with the technique I use for line working
and colouring but I've always wanted to improve on my
lighting and shading so I spent a lot of time researching and
playing around with diﬀerent layer types and colours. It felt
good to really just push my own style and I think it did a lot
for my confidence about my work once I finished it.

Tell us a bit about ‘Snow Yeti’, which you created in Afifnity
Designer... how, what, why?

‘Zombie’
by Rachel Alderson

As I mentioned, I'm a big fan of Patrick Brown's work and I've
been wanting to watch his tutorials on Skillshare for quite a
while—I watched some the night before I was contacted
about doing the Aﬃnity Designer piece so I decided to put
his techniques to good use. I wanted to try and capture
action in a scene and also create some nice lighting.
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‘Snow Yetti’
Created by Rachel Alderson in Aﬃnity Designer

[ spotlight ]
Can you tell us how using Affinity Designer helped you to realise
‘Snow Yeti’ and how long it took you to create?
I think the best thing about Aﬃnity Designer is that it is so easy to
change what you already have that it’s easy to experiment and try
new things. I wasn’t really sure where it was going to begin with and
the main element that really made it start to look more exciting was
the awesome textures and lighting eﬀects Aﬃnity Designer allowed
me to create, it just gave my image a really nice feel. Playing around
like I did really gave me the opportunity to see how to bring the
Snow Yeti to life. There’s also some great brushes for creating snow!
It took around two days all in all, the variety of layer eﬀects and
edits allowed me to easily manipulate colours and styles so that I
didn't need to worry too much about what I initially laid down. It
made the project a lot easier and quicker.

My personal favorite from your portfolio is ‘Zombie Donuts’ that
you did for Inktober 2014. I think the monotone approach really
suits your style. Can you tell us about how you came up with this
piece and how you realised it?
Thank you! The initial idea for this piece was actually something I
came up with at college! I drew a humorous drawing of a donut

!
‘Zombie Donuts‘ by Rachel Alderson for Inktober 2014
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[ spotlight ]
slowly being eaten in stages, to the point where the donut was just a
pair of crying eyes because there was nothing left. So when I started
Monster Trunk I took that idea and turned it into something bigger.
Although it was an Inktober piece, I always knew I'd be turning it into a
shirt design too!

How did your Monster Trunk store idea come about?
During my second year at college I knew I wanted to start my own
clothing brand but it just didn't go to plan for various reasons so I just
kept sketching and writing ideas until I knew the time was right. As I
was finishing uni I knew that I'd be going freelance and starting a
clothing brand would allow me to pursue my dreams whilst having an
output for my work..

‘Zombie Donuts’ T-shirt by Rachel Alderson
www.monstertrunkcollectables.com

!

My main passion other than apparel design is character design,
especially creatures and monsters, so I wanted to use this passion as a
theme for Monster Trunk. I got really sick of seeing all of these new
start up brands creating a logo and printing it on 10 diﬀerent coloured
shirts with no meaning. I want to do something diﬀerent with Monster
Trunk, selling limited edition pieces and having full control over
everything means it's my perfect vision. I really want to push Monster
Trunk and inspire people to create their dreams too.
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[ spotlight ]
How is designing for apparel different in terms of your

Your ‘Living Legends’ concertina book is awesome. Where did

process? Which one comes first, the design itself or do you

you get the idea for this and have you any more concertina

have it in mind for the start of the design that you are doing it

books planned for the future?

for a T-shirt?
For me it's definitely very diﬀerent, I think first and foremost it's
the shape. I usually design full page pieces with a background
whereas with a shirt you have to think of a shape that works
well on the shirt but also suits the design itself. The main
diﬀerence is the fact that my shirts will be screen printed so are
very limited in colour usually only having one or two diﬀerent
colours maximum, and if that isn't thought out to begin with it
makes the process more diﬃcult and complicated.
I draw whenever I can, and always get ideas down when I have
one even if it's just a tiny stick man drawing, as long as I can
look back at it a few days later and know what it meant, it
doesn't matter. All of my designs for Monster Trunk come from
previous ideas and notes, I never try and force out a design
because that just doesn't work. I think once you have a
concept your mind needs some time away from it, so that
when you come back to it you've had time to process your
thoughts and it makes it easier to refine it into its full potential.

Ah, thank you! It was a brief for my final uni project where we
basically had to tell any story in any way we wanted, so pretty
open! I've always been fascinated by prehistoric creatures and
use them often for reference when designing creatures. So I
thought, why not show what life could be like if prehistoric
creatures had never been wiped out and people were living
within their world. However, I wanted to try and tell the story in
a fun but also exciting way.
So that's when I decided to do a Concertina zine, so it can be
read as a standard book but then also opens up into this one,
long, expanding illustration. The front side shows the creatures
and humans living together, so some humans are being
attacked while some are using the creatures to make their life
easier. The humans also wear onesies made from the creatures
skin, because obviously it wouldn't be a great environment for
a tailor to have been invented and it also helps disguise them!
The back is a shot of the inside of a human’s cave, so they've
got a fire to keep them warm and also their little onesie hung
up on the wall. Then there's the variety of weapons that they
would have invented and lots of chalk drawings documenting
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‘Living Legends’ Concertina Book by Rachel Alderson

[ spotlight ]
the diﬀerent creatures and their names. I took a lot of
inspiration from The Croods for this panel!
I'm definitely planning on some more Concertina zines, I'm
hoping to release at least one this year and will probably use
the same format to tell the Monster Trunk story, a little extra
that I can throw in with orders!

Your work is largely themed around creatures and monsters...
are there any other motifs that you find yourself using time and
time again?
Probably bright colours! I enjoy using really bright colours,
especially pinks and blues and I often find myself building up
layers of those colours with eﬀects to make it look as bright
and glowing as possible. With creatures and monsters it's
something that can be done and still look right because
they're not from this world and should look other worldly.
If you were a monster, what kind of monster would you be?
Some kind of dinosaur definitely, probably a raptor, I mean not
only are they super fast but they come in so many diﬀerent
colours and variations!

Finally, tell us how you got on with Aﬃnity, thumbs up or
thumbs down?
Thumbs up for sure! The interface is great, it's not
overcrowded which is nice and it's so, so easy to use, I taught
myself how to paint digitally and I definitely think Aﬃnity
Designer is a perfect program for people who want to learn to
easily play around in and learn how to best use it for their
needs.
I wasn't sure where I wanted to go with my piece when I
started, so playing around with layer types and changing
colour meant I could try all sorts and see what looked best.
The default brushes are also brilliant, I got some really nice
textures and one of the texture brushes gave me some really
nice electricity around the bombs!

Been a pleasure talking with you Rachel, any final words?
Thank you for having me! I hope people like what I created
and I can't wait to see what Aﬃnity brings next!

>> See more of Rachel's work at www.rachelalderson.co.uk
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tutorial

Our very own Art Director, brings you this
tutorial on image compositing, using Frank
Jonen’s wonderful Færie Mall as his starting
point...

‘The Visit’
by Neil Ladkin

‘The Visit’—image composite artwork by Neil Ladkin

[ tutorial ]

Neil built upon ‘Færie Mall’ by Frank Jonenwith other stock images from Shutterstock—see the ‘Credits’ section for a full list of images used.

Watch how Neil made ‘The Visit’ in Affinity Photo

This video has been shortened, edited and speeded up in places.

[ tutorial ]

‘The Visit’—image composite artwork by Neil Ladkin
Sepia version

The sepia version of the ‘The Visit’ is a little spooky, don’t you think?

[ tutorial ]

tutorial

Frank Jonen takes us through his process of
masking in the Aﬃnity Photo beta in this
tutorial—in which he revisits one of his
stunning images shot on a roadside on
the way to Stanley, Tasmania, around
the gorgeous Rocky Cape National
Park.

Masking with
Frank Jonen

LONE SHINE | REVISTED

[ tutorial ]

“It had rained for days before this 2004 road-trip.
The rising sun, coastal air and evaporating

ORGANIC OBJECT MASKING is the bane

moisture gave the foliage a magical glow.”

of digital retouching. While fairly
manageable in portrait photography,
creating accurate masks for landscape
elements can drive you crazy. Leaves on
trees, bushes, horizons over meadow-flown
hills can take hours to mask manually. A
procedural approach can get you home
earlier and quite possibly save your sanity...

What is a “mask”?
In digital compositing we often talk about
masks, a term derived from the airbrushing
process where you protect part of a surface
from spray-paint.
A mask, more commonly termed a layer
mask in the digital world, has typically been
a greyscale image of the same dimensions
as your main file. Flood-filled with white it
shows the entire layer, flooded with black it
hides the entire layer. The image maths that
determines what gets hidden or shown is
“multiplication”. I’ll be relying on that
heavily in creating the masks for this piece.
That’s why I’ll get into it briefly...
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[ tutorial ]
Basics of masking
Once you better understand how a blending mode works, you
can utilise it for other things that may not be obvious at first
glance.
The “Multiply” blending mode takes two inputs (A and B) and
multiplies the values of a pixel on A with the value of the
corresponding pixel on B. The top input is referred to as A and
the layer stack below it, B. The operation thus is named “A over
B”. When we multiply any value with 0, it becomes 0. When we
multiply a value with 1 it retains its value. The values between 0
and 1 represent the grade of at which this blending occurs.

On an 8-bit scale this calculation is carried out across 256
greyscale steps going from 0 to 255 and on a 16-bit scale
there are 65,536 steps of graduation. To create clean masks it’s
useful to have as many graduations as possible to avoid visible
steps between the masked regions. This is commonly referred
to as colour banding and you often notice it on TV when
compression eats into the dithering in shaded or smoky
regions, used to trick the eye into seeing finer gradients than
are present. Aﬃnity Photo should not present a performance
hit when operating in 16-bit mode, but if you notice a
slowdown dithering is something you can use when you’re
done with the mask and are bringing it into 8-bit space.
Now I will show you how I masked the foliage in Aﬃnity
Photo...

How “Multiply” works

Multiplication on the Alpha Channel

OUTPUT
SKY MASK

B
IMAGE

A

Anything multiplied with 0 becomes 0.
In image processing, black is 0, white

Multiply

is 1. When A is multiplied over B, the
areas in white remain, the pixels
multiplied with black become black.

OUTPUT
When we multiply on the alpha channel and
accept it’s always 1, this results in transparency on
the areas where it is multiplied with 0.
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[ tutorial ]

This is the mask I will be creating...
The purpose of this mask is to separate the trees and field in the foreground from the hills and valley in the background to better
control detail and colour between the two regions. It’ll make it easy to use the frequency separation tool to clean up eventual edge
quirks and even out colours.
In my specific case, no raw converter could properly remove the colour diﬀractions on the outer edges of the lens. That’s the
downside of using a poorly supported sensor that never made it to mainstream adoption. Fortunately Aﬃnity Photo’s frequency
separation tool makes it easy to paint that out manually rather quickly. I also used it to control how far the enhancement of the
foliage glow contaminated neighbouring trees that wouldn’t be aﬀected by the original light.

The three main ingredients to this mask are: The Selection Brush Tool, its refinement options, and a bit of patience...
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[ tutorial ]
1. Mask On!
To get a good starting point I grabbed a few luminance layers from the Channel panel (click on the gradient icon to create). Once I
had a well defined contrast range, I started selecting on the luminance layer using just the Selection Brush. Keep in mind, I’m
building this up gradually, from coarse selection to fine. The first task is just to establish the rough boundary and refine from there.
At that point anything goes; use colour transforms, curves, blends, anything you can do to a copy of your image to help define the
area you want to mask. The better your selection, the less work you have to do on the actual masking. Just be careful with things like
contrast and brightness as they can change the texture shape, same goes for clarity. Sometimes you need that to get a particular set
of edges, sometimes it can ruin your eﬀort. Horses for courses.
Especially when masking organic shapes and surfaces, getting translucency just right can call for some clarity e.g. to help define a
leaf’s vascular structure. In the end, you just have to try and see what works best, there’s no shortcuts to the best finish.

Starting with a greyscale variant based on the red

In Refine mode, to start just keep brushing over areas you

channel, I worked around the edges of the tree-tops

want it to analyze again. Hold Option (alt) to add to the mask

to establish a rough boundary.

or Ctrl to subtract from the mask. The [ and ] keys work just
like in all brush-modes to scale the nozzle up and down.
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Gradually work through the entire image, section by section. Fill

It’s getting there, the boundary between foreground and

a new layer with whatever your current selection has if you need

background is progressing nicely.

a break, editing any existing mask this way if you like. To pick-up
a previous mask, Cmd+click on the layer/mask thumbnail with
the Selection Brush enabled, then hit the Refine button.

Using the Multiply blend mode discussed earlier, I can now
preview what the mask will do later on. Notice the stacked
parts in the Layers panel. Black to block everything out, white
to reveal the selection.

Eventually there are enough pieces to form a well-defined
separation that’s coarse enough to create an organic
transition and clean enough for masking out lettering on a
professional magazine piece.

[ tutorial ]

2. Going Procedural

Stack up parts of the mask, piece by piece

Now we get to the procedural part of it. I’m building the mask
up from several small parts and watch it come together live as
the Masks layer group does exactly what the Alpha channel
will do for me later. This way I can move, tweak, bend and
sculpt each component live before committing to a final mask.
The idea is very simple. Instead of masking everything all at
once or using costly and often unstable masking plug-ins, we
can just build it up as detailed as we want it to be. The
masking tools in Aﬃnity Photo are really good for this sort of
task. Use the Selection Brush focused on one item and refine
that, then fill an empty layer with that mask still selected. Use
either black or white for the fill, depending on what you’re
masking—black if you want to take something away, white if
you want to add something.

Mask Piece

This is just how I like to work on images like this; creating and
filling selections on regular layers within a group. Only later
will this black and white composition become a mask.

Use the masking tools or just draw on discrete layers to
advance and further detail your mask until it’s just right.
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[ tutorial ]

TIP

Eroding and extending mask objects

You could take this one step further and
create a separate file for the mask(s)
instead of a group and load it in as a
placed file, so you’d work in an
embedded “nest” of masks.
Placed files are live, you don’t need to
save to see them update. Embedded files
aren’t as speedy as working with a group
of masks, but you get to store them
separately which you may prefer.
Depending on your hardware setup and
personal preference, it could be a valid
option for you.
I like to work with open groups while I’m
crafting the mask and later, for
performance reasons, bring it in again as
a separate file. This way I can make edits
if needed but have the base masks ready
to rasterise whenever I need to. It’s pretty
flexible and quite fast.

Use the Selection Brush to get stray pieces that are harder to mask. Then just create a
new layer with that selection filled black. With organic shapes like these, dirty looking and
freaky shaped masks are a good thing, they blend in better in the final composite.
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[ tutorial ]

Quite often once you layer it up, things won’t match, like in this

Tadaa! Three errors fixed. For the parts where the edges are too

example. It’s an easy fix. Create two layers, one for black and

harsh, just add another layer and brush with black or white

one for white. Set the one for black to Colour Burn blend mode

along the edge till it looks pleasing.

and the one for white to Colour Dodge. Now just go with a
white or black brush over the respective places and watch the
grey areas erode to absolute color values.
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To get more freedom to explore, I deconstructed the image into its most prevalent objects. The sky, rolling hills, a gully, two layers of trees,
a shed, a valley in front, fence remains, the grass before it, and a bathtub. This gave me the flexibility to just grab any ‘object’ and just try
stuﬀ using live filters, colour layers, and brushes.
It’s quite liberating to work this way. But still, you have to put in the work at some point. A good idea is to work coarse till you know what
part you want to keep and then refine it. Over the next few pages I will show you all the masks I have created...

The horizon line: to grade the sky separately and fix halos created by the camera sensor.

The clouds: to retain fidelity in cloud-detail while softening the sky flow for a more even texture.
The sky: separating the sky from areas of the ground to better deal with the foliage.

A detail layer derived from the tree-line mask and the back valley trees to control the treetops on a global level.

The rolling hills mask was created very quickly by dividing the sky mask with the tree tops mask.

The ground there had a lot of iron in it and the valley in the back had some nice red soil showing. Good option for the clarity filter.

Isolating the shed for clarity layers to bring out more of the worn wooden texture detail.

The middle-ground, it has the brightest
and broadest colour drawing the eye in.
So it needs to look good but not
overpower.

A tub. Why not?! I wanted to bring it out more and give it a bit more definition.

Stage 1 The flattest possible output from SIGMA Photo Pro,
no absolute colours, no full saturations.

Following my standard workflow of going from camera raw files (or as raw as possible), I processed this shot no diﬀerent from the
way I always work. Capture One is my photography hub right now. I either shoot directly into it or import my files and establish a
look that I like, then flesh out and finalise in an image editor. For over a decade that was Photoshop. Not anymore.
In the images to the left you can see the three main stages the image went through before it got a look inspired by both the
presence in my memory and the palettes of the old master painters.

Stage 2 Capture One, basic colour dialed in to find where things are going

Stage 3 Affinity Photo,
going full Rembrandt

The finished piece, with procedurally-created masks used to control color, contrast and clarity. It has been fun to revisit this road
trip shot for this Aﬃnity Photo tutorial, for both the memories of the time it was taken and how the core technical issues haven’t
really changed for me—it’s all much quicker now though. I’m much happier with how this version turned out than my last edit in
2004. It’s closer to how it felt. I also learned about the diﬀerences between Aﬃnity Photo and Adobe Photoshop, which I had used
for most of my professional life.

[ tutorial ]

OUTLINE OF FRANK’S PROCESS IN
AFFINITY PHOTO

• Clean up lens specks and chromatic
aberrations.
• Mask sky and clouds using basic tools and
colour channels as selection aid.
• Procedurally build up tree-line mask.
• Divide sky and tree-line mask to create the
hill-mask.
• Use Selection Brush for shed and bathtub.
• Use Selection Brush and procedural buildup for fence and grass.
• Selection Brush to select entire front field
section.
• Divide shed and fence masks from field
section to create a clean mid section.

Frank Jonen is a German visual eﬀects artist and
photographer. Check out his portfolio page on
500px (500px.com/frankjonen) to see more of his
stunning landscape photographs.
We couldn’t miss the opportunity to show
you one of his amazing panoramas here too,
which first caught our eye! Turn to the next
page to see for yourself...
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Take part in our special free-to-enter
photography contest where the winner
receives $1,000 in cash! Brought to you
by Aﬃnity Photo and photography
contest site Shoot The Frame...

Photography
contest

Shoot The Land past winner, image © Timothy Poulton

The contest is simple. It is free to enter from Friday 1st May, and there is a $1,000 (USD) cash prize to be won. You can enter any
type of photographs; portraits, landscapes, wildlife, seascapes, commercial, underwater, anything. And you can enter from any part
of the world, it’s an international contest! The only rule is, you need to edit or adjust your images in Aﬃnity Photo for Mac.
You will need to enter your images on the Shoot The Frame competition page as a JPG of 5MB or less, but remember to save your
original image and Aﬃnity Photo file as you will be asked to provide them if you are shortlisted!
Don’t have Aﬃnity Photo yet? Don’t worry, you can still enter the competition by downloading the Aﬃnity Photo beta for Mac now!
It’s free while in beta and will continue to be for the duration of the contest. If you’ve already installed the Aﬃnity Photo beta you’ll
be prompted whenever a newer version is available when you run the app.
The closing date for the competition is 31st May 2015, and we will be announcing the winner through our usual channels on
Facebook, Twitter and our Forum on the 15th June. You can see the rules here.

Enter the Affinity Photo Contest

We are delighted to join forces with Shoot
The Frame for the Aﬃnity Photo photography
contest, and here’s why...
Shoot The Frame is an online suite of
international photography contests, the aim
of which is to expose talented photographers
to the world.
Although you definitely should enter the
special Aﬃnity Photo contest running
throughout May, you can also enter three
other Shoot The Frame contests that they run
every month in the months to come!

Shoot The Face
Portrait Photography Contest
Shoot The Face is a portrait photography
contest dedicated to exposing talented
photographers from around the globe.
Image © Hugo Hentoﬀ
Shoot the Face Winner (June 2014)

Image © Tom Cuccio
Shoot the Land Winner (April 2014)

Shoot The Land
Landscape Photography
Contest
Shoot The Land,
launched last year, is a
landscape photography
contest. There has been
some incredible
photography so far...

Shoot The Wild
Wildlife Photography Contest
Shoot The Wild is a wildlife
photography contest—so get your
David Attenborough on!

Image © Max Seigal
Shoot the Wild Winner (October 2013)

For more info visit
www.shoottheframe.com
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As you know, the Aﬃnity team are cat lovers
(who isn’t?) so we talked to Zoran
Mulutinovic, king of cat photography,
about his top tips for taking photos of
our feline friends....

Zoran Milutinovic
Photography

[ inspiration ]
If you want to become a successful photographer, you must
always teach yourself new skills, and search for new ideas and
inspiration. It’s okay to look up to other photographers’ works,
but at the end it’s also important to develop your own style—
the results will follow. Just do what you love and love what you
do.
For me, my passion in life is cats. When you’re photographing
cats, remember to treat them as friends, and your photos will
be full of emotion. Be patient and respect your subject—never
force a cat to do something against his or her will.
Carry your camera with you all the time. It’s the only way to be
in the right place at the right time. You don’t want to miss all
the unexpected situations that cats put themselves into. You
never know when you may come across a unique and beautiful
cat doing something really funny or cool.
Get their attention by playing to their curiosity. Cats have
diﬀerent characters and traits; they all react diﬀerently to
similar situations. But one thing they have in common is their
natural curiosity. Use it—it’s one of the ways to make the cats go
where you want and do what you want them to do. Clicking
your fingers, rustling paper or dry leaves, or tossing pebbles
are great ways to get their attention. Toss pebbles in the
direction where you want to direct the cats, and their curiosity

will do the rest. The cats will go and check out what’s there,
then just use the paper rustling to make cats turn towards you.
You need to be patient. The chances of the cat doing what you
intended is 50-50, so don’t worry if you don’t manage to do it
during your first try. This is the charm of shooting cats in their
field—you have to work hard and eventually good photos will
follow. Remember, if they do not want to follow you, do not
make them by force. Just wait until they are ready to do it.
Always form a plan for what you want to capture, but make
peace with the fact that you will not always succeed in the first
attempt. Accept that cats sometimes will not cooperate; that’s
their nature. Capture the action with your camera settings
ready. When photographing static postures, manual
adjustment is recommended. For shooting action photos of
running or jumping cats, there is no shame in setting your
camera to automatic mode. No matter how fast you are with
the settings, the cat is always one step ahead of you—you may
miss the perfect frame or moment.
Use natural light when photographing cats climbing in trees or
jumping through grass. The best time for perfect light is when
the sun is low, then you’ll have that warm, soft
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Wait! Someone is behind me, yes?! | Zoran Milutinovic Photography

[ inspiration ]

Catch me if you can | Zoran Milutinovic Photography

light, without shadows on a cat’s face and fur. The use of a flash
often distracts animals, and sometimes frightens them. If you
have to use a flash, take it oﬀ your camera or angle it upwards.
If you have softbox, use it, you’ll get rid of the shadows and get
very soft light.
If you are about to take pictures of jumping and running cats,
don’t feed them immediately beforehand. Who would want to
jump and run on a full stomach?

Jumping for joy | We have lift-oﬀ!
Zoran Milutinovic Photography

Keep the eyes sharp. Eyes tend to be the first thing we look at
in a picture, so sharp eyes are very important. Focus on the
cat’s eyes every time, when they are visible through the
viewfinder.
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[ inspiration ]
When people see photos of a yawning cat, they always think
that the photographer was lucky to get that shot. In my
experience, when a cat wakes up from sleeping, he or she will
yawn about 3-4 times. So that’s the right time to take a
yawning shot.
While it’s rude to wake someone up from sleep, it’s also
probably the best way to capture a yawning cat—when the
teeth are exposed, along with a fearless and wild expression.

Sunbathing | Zoran Milutinovic Photography

Frame your subjects. Use the surroundings to make a nice
frame around your pet. This will add more depth to your
photo. Cats photographed against a bokeh background go
nicely together.
Shoot with a low point of view. Show what life looks like from
their angle and perspective. Getting down lower will allow you
to capture the cat in the position of a real hunter with you as
prey. This makes for a great shot.

Vampire Cat | Zoran Milutinovic Photography
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Gatekeeper | Zoran Milutinovic Photography

[ inspiration ]
To capture funny sleeping moments, don’t make a
sound. Cats can sleep in various places and positions;
it’s strange to us but normal to them. Even if they look
like nothing can wake them up, the tiniest noise can
disturb them from sleep. So be quiet, make no
sudden movements, and do not interrupt their
privacy. When they wake up, there is only a minimum
chance they’ll get back into the strange/funny position
we like to capture in our photos. Keep your distance.
When you see a cat or a group of cats playing, do not
interfere. Simply position yourself in the best place
you can find and stand by for photographing the
moment. Sometimes, they make quite a show when
you least expect it.
Experiment with capturing diﬀerent and unique
angles. Make every photo diﬀerent from your previous
one. Do not repeat yourself; always look for
interesting and new angles. Get ready to slip into
strange places, roll on the grass, dirt, climb trees, and
capture cobwebs. Be ready for stabbing thorns or
biting mosquitoes. Give 100% for each photo to get
the shot you want.

Hello Kitty | Zoran Milutinovic Photography
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[ inspiration ]
To promote your work, get a good title for a
great story. For me, giving a photo a good
name is important. It’s how photos become
recognizable, popular, and fill your viewer
with emotions. So many photographers title
their photos just, “Cat” That’s not enough. A
good title can enhance a photo even better,
and adds a great story to your shot.

>> See more of Zoran’s cat photography:
500px | Facebook fan page

My Head, My Stomach, I Drank Too Much Milk | Zoran Milutinovic Photography
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1.2 BEHIND THE SCENES
bang | Photography

VIDEO: ‘Affinity Designer Update 1.2’ created by Ashley Hewson and Neil Ladkin

Video copyright Serif (Europe) Ltd. Licensed content used: Music: ‘Funk Inspector’ written by Steve Noakes, licensed from Audiosocket
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1.3 SPOTLIGHT WORDS: Félix Barjou and Kate Musgrove
Félix Barjou
PHOTOGRAPHY: Images created by Félix Barjou | www.felixbarjou.com

All images copyright of Félix Barjou. Images and video used with permission. Post production on images done in Affinity Photo.
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1.5 KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS
Affinity Photo
1.6 SPOTLIGHT
Rachel Alderson,
Creating Creatures
Page 49

ARTWORK: Affinity Photo Keyboard Shortcuts created in Affinity Designer
Copyright Serif (Europe) Ltd.

WORDS: Rachel Alderson and Kate Musgrove
ARTWORK: All artwork created by Rachel Alderson | www.rachelalderson.co.uk
Copyright Rachel Alderson. Used with permission.

ARTWORK: ‘Snow Yetti’ created by Rachel Alderson
Copyright Rachel Alderson. Used under license.
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Copyright Frank Jonen. Used with permission.
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We hope you enjoyed reading Affinity Review
Follow us on social media to keep up to date and
to hear about future issues, future products,
new developments and updates!

twitter.com/macaffinity

facebook.com/MacAffinity
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